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Killing Two Birds with One
Stone
Profit for Now and Learning for the Future
Hiroyuki Itami and Kazumi Nishino

A ‘business model’ is commonly seen as composed of two elements: a business system and
a profit model. While the latter often gains the higher profile, the former is arguably the
real ‘meat’ of a firm’s business model. Not only does it act as the ‘system of works’ that
actually produces and delivers the firm’s products or services, it is also the locus where
a firm can learn about its operations and the behaviors of its suppliers and customers. This
learning can accumulate to represent a considerable competitive advantage, one that risks
being wasted if activities are unwisely unbundled. While the profit model earns revenues
for the short term, the business system learns information for the longer term: a successful
business model must aim for both these outcomes.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

A business model e a model plus a system
Although the term ‘business model’ is defined in various ways by different authors, the common
definition seems to be that a business model is composed of two elements, a business system
and a profit model, hence the term business model. A business system is the ‘system of works’
(the production/delivery system) that a firm designs - within and beyond its boundaries - to deliver
its products or services to its target customers. A profit model is a pattern of the firm’s intention
about how it will make a profit in its given business, i.e. how it plans to increase sales and/or reduce
costs. Or, put another way, a firm’s profit model is a model of its strategic intent to achieve various
kinds of differentiation from its competitors (by product or price, etc.), while its business system is
a system designed to realize that strategic intent. Good intentions to persuade customers will not
bear real fruit unless they are backed by actual systems of works that really impact the customer.
But, while many see a firm’s business system as this delivery system alone, there is much more
to it e it is also a learning system. Figure 1 illustrates a simple version of the layout of these
elements. In this note we emphasize the importance of the business system, and explain how its
role as the firm’s learning system is central to its success.
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Figure 1. Basic Business Model

To consider Google as an example: a particular characteristic of Google’s profit model is that the
users of its service(s) never pay a penny to the provider firm e what they do instead is provide the
opportunity for Google to capitalize on their presence on its search engine site by selling site space
to advertisers, who are the source of the firm’s revenues. To increase these advertising sales, Google
needs to increase the usage of its search services, to offer its advertisers increasing opportunities to
make contact with Google users to deliver their messages. Another aspect of Google’s profit model
is their efforts to reduce the costs of providing the free of charge search services to its users, and to
realize that strategic intent, Google has not only developed various bespoke in-house software elements, but has also invested in a huge in-house server system to cut the costs of providing its wide
range of search services.1 Taken together, these software and hardware capabilities represent the
main body of the Google business system. From the moment the user enters the Google portal,
this in-house business system processes not only the user’s search requests, but also the potential
amount of contact each advertiser has with users, and thus calculates the firm’s charges to its advertisers. Users are attracted to Google because its system functions very quickly, and can handle
great volumes of information, and this wide user base attracts advertisers: without this business
system, Google’s profit model would never work. But the system also allows Google to learn
more about its business. By gathering information about patterns of use of its services, it allows
Google to monitor changes in these patterns, and thus anticipate next generations of services it
might provide, or, indeed, services it provides which its users do not value and are in declining
demand.

[While] the profit model is more glamorous, being directly linked to the
bottom line. the business system is the real ‘meat’ e doing the firm’s
‘real work’ [and] accelerating its learning for the future.
The business system - less visible but more important?
Of the two business model elements, the profit model is the more visible, not only because it is
usually what outsiders can observe, but also it is the more glamorous, due to its direct link to
the firm’s bottom line. Perhaps for that reason, much of the discussion about firms’ business
models tends to focus on their profit models. But the business system is more often the real
‘meat’, because it performs twin roles - first as the system that does the ‘real work’ in terms of
realizing a firm’s strategic differentiation intent,2 and secondly in accelerating its learning for the
future.
In designing its business system, the firm usually has to determine the following three things:
(1) the division of labor between the firm and its trading partners (typically a decision between
outsourcing and internal procurement) (2) internally, how should the firm organize its
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in-house working system and (3) externally, how it should control the activities of its trading
partners.
Toyota’s famous (and much-copied) business system is exceptional in all three aspects. Toyota
outsources production of many of its auto parts (many more than GM, for example) but often
practices ‘tapered’ outsourcing in vital parts in three senses. First, Toyota often both outsources
and produces the same parts in-house simultaneously. Second, its outsourcing strategy involves
avoiding procuring from only a single supplier e typically it uses 2e4. Thirdly, Toyota maintains
long, continuous relationships with a limited numbers of suppliers, in what are often known as keiretsu relationships.3 These are not textbook, ‘arm’s length’ relationships, but semi-organizational relationships of mutual trust based on a long-term perspective of common interests.4 Toyota’s
famous Toyota Production System thus functions as both as an internal system of organizing
work and an external mechanism to control its suppliers. The system is not only a physical system
of parts and assembly flows, but also a very delicate information system conveying various operating information - both in-house and with suppliers - in other words, both physical object and information flows occur in a synchronized manner through various unique system features, such as
the Kanban system. Tapered outsourcing also functions as an external control system, as the company can get technology and cost information from both its own in-house production of parts and
from its plural (and competing) outsourcing suppliers. Toyota also arranges various forums for
comparing costs and technologies among its suppliers, which again both represent opportunities
to exchange various items of information with its outsourced elements and reinforce competition
between them.
Doing is learning
Both Google’s and Toyota’s business systems function not only as ‘systems of works’ to satisfy their
customers needs better than their competitors, but also as systems for people in their organization
to learn more about their technology, their customers’ reaction etc. A business system functions as
a learning system because doing the work involves learning about the work - and doing also leaves
the doer’s footprints. The business system determines two factors: first, the elements of the entire
work flow that are to be done in-house to deliver the product to the customer (and thus those
which are to be outsourced) and, second, the information system that operates and controls the
entire work flow from both in-house works and outsourced operations for final delivery to the customer. These two factors influence how the firm learns, both about its technology and its market(s).
First, when people actually do work, information of various kinds flows to and from them, because human beings have high observational and thinking capacities that are stimulated by the act
of ‘doing’ e and the act itself also provides ‘trigger’ events that activate this capacity.5 Second, the
business system accumulates information. ‘Doers’ (workers who work, suppliers who supply or customers who buy) leave footprints of their actions e and as electronic information about the details
of work, of supplier behaviors and customer purchases flows into the firm’s information system,
each bit can be collected and learnt from, and this learning accumulates to form a valuable database
for the firm for its future.
For example, by designing their own software and operating their server system in-house, Google
can get accumulate information both on how to improve its software and data on the patterns of its
users’ Internet search behaviors (such as links between websites). In the Toyota case, Toyota can
learn about both the technology and cost of auto parts production in various ways through the
way its business system is set up, from producing a portion of necessary parts in-house or via its
daily contacts with its long-term suppliers.
So a business system is not just a system of mundane operations that determines the cost of operations and products e it can also act as a learning system for the firm. And if it is designed so that
people within the firm do much of the information-rich work themselves - and/or if it enables the
firm to observe at close range how outside parties (including its customers) act - the information
(of various kinds) the firm gains as a byproduct of its business system activity can accumulate quite
quickly, and can grow to become very important for its long-term health.6
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.doing a work activity yourself, you learn many things e if others do it,
[they] learn, and [you] learn nothing yourself.. a properly designed
business system can allow for firm learning with little extra cost.
The essence of this information accumulation is very simple. If you do a work activity yourself,
you can learn many things associated with the task e but if you let others do the work, and merely
buy the outcome, you allow them to learn, and learn nothing yourself. And since this learning (or
information accumulation) is a byproduct of tasks that somebody has to do anyway, a properly designed business system should allow for firm learning with little extra cost. If firms can get to the
position (like Google and Toyota) where their business expansion means doing more within (or
close to) the firm, and that leads to more information accumulation at little extra cost, this learning
can be developed into a huge competitive advantage. Figure 2 shows the learning flow elements associated with the business system.
The traps of unbundling
One of the buzzwords in the business model discussion from the late 1990s through the first decade
of this century was ‘unbundling’7 and the open innovation that was supposed to flow from this strategy.8 As a profit model, unbundling has many attractions e if the contracting firm offers a low-cost
operation it can be a good way to reduce operating costs for the unbundling firm, which, since it no
longer has to invest in this sector of work, can also reduce its capital costs. However the story may
not end there - the business system side of the business model has also to be considered. If the doer is
the one who accumulates information about the work, it will be the contracting firm that learns
instead, and the unbundling firm will become less educated about the work it is no longer doing.
The costs of the control of the unbundled e now external work become an additional load on
the unbundling firm’s business system, since it must now integrate the bundled and unbundled
works together to have a smooth overall operation to deliver the final product to the customer.
This may not be a serious problem, providing the bundled and unbundled works can be integrated together smoothly without transaction costs becoming too expensive, and if learning less
about the work does not erode the future growth potential of the unbundling firm: in such cases
the profit model merit of unbundling can override the risks to the business system.
But the world we live in is not always so harmonious. Environmental conditions in supplier firms
may change dramatically, threatening supply lines or otherwise destabilizing smooth integration in
ways the focal firm cannot control and which make nonsense of the choice to unbundle. And,
perhaps more significantly, learning by producing a certain component in-house may provide
a huge potential in a future market where that component occupies a central role in a successful
new product. Sharp, the undoubted Japanese leader in liquid crystal display (LCD) TV, began
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Figure 2. Dynamics between Business System, Learning and Core Invisible Assets
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internalizing production of LCD components for their calculator business over 30 years ago, accumulating learning about LCD technology through producing. It wasn’t until 15 years later it decided to capitalize on this learning to start developing LCD TVs e but it could never have gone
on to become the leader in this huge market if it had unbundled LCD component production
30 years earlier. What may have appeared a minor business system decision at the time fundamentally affected the firm’s future growth path.

learning by producing a component in-house may provide a huge
potential if it occupies a central role in a successful future product.
In a sense, the ‘traps’ of unbundling are traps in the market mechanism itself. Perhaps one of the
reasons why unbundling has been so popular over the last 15 years was people’s unconscious belief
in the efficacy of the market mechanism and capitalism following the demise of communism. Free
trading and markets were in - planning and organization were out. With hindsight, unbundling
can, perhaps, be seen as a symbolic example of these ‘trendy thoughts’ in the business models field.
Core invisible assets and the business system
Warning against too much unbundling does not mean firms should internalize everything - there
must be a limit, and that limit determines the boundary of the organic economic body called ‘a
firm’. Each firm should decide its boundaries taking into account what it can do better than other
firms, i.e. its core competence or core invisible assets.9 The boundary of the firm, what it does inside
its boundary, and how it relates to other firms outside its boundary e these three things together
determine the identity of the firm, and are at the core of its business system design. In effect, the
business system determines the identity of the firm, and its core invisible assets should be among
the central elements of its business system design. However, the relationship between a firm’s
business system and its core invisible assets is also dynamic. A firm will decide on the design of
its business system at a certain point in time, and that design then determines the learning potential
of the firm from the work it does and the information that flows into its system on a daily basis. The
business system is largely dependent on the firm’s current core invisible assets e but the current
business system design will, to a great extent, determine the future core invisible assets (see again
Figure 2). As supplier and customer markets change and the business environment alters, the
business system adapts to those variations by capitalizing on the core invisible assets of the firm
at that time. But, to be able to compete more effectively, or to enhance its range, the firm may
have to embark on a new business system that involves elements somewhat outside its current
core capabilities. The daily operation of a business system designed in the way we have illustrated
allows for new learning that can modify firm capabilities to meet new challenges. And this new set
of assets will again affect the future business system, so the circle of influence between the two
continues. This dynamism is one of the fundamental reasons why we emphasize the business system
as being the real ‘meat’ of a firm’s business model.

.current business system design will determine future core invisible
assets [in a dynamic relationship].[its] daily operation allows for new
learning to modify firm capabilities to meet new challenges.
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Conclusion
Certainly, the profit model is very important, since it is the model that provides the firm with
money, at least in the short term. But this has led its importance to be over-emphasized - the
firm as a going concern has to aim for future growth potential, too, and so managers need to
look for both profit opportunities for the short-term and learning potential for the long-term. In
discussing the business models for the future, aiming for two birds with one stone seems to be
a must.
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